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Monochrome Painting In Black And White
"There is a profoundly illusory quality to nature."
This is a collection of writings by and about the work of the 1960s minimalists,
illustrated with photographs of paintings, sculptures and performance.
A prescient document of art-industry and museum critique from Black artists and
writers, now in facsimile A collection of essays edited by artist and organizer Tom Lloyd
and first published in 1971, Black Art Notes was a critical response to the
Contemporary Black Artists in America exhibition at the Whitney Museum, but grew into
a "concrete affirmation of Black Art philosophy as interpreted by eight Black artists," as
Lloyd notes in the introduction. This facsimile edition features writings by Lloyd, Amiri
Baraka, Melvin Dixon, Jeff Donaldson, Ray Elkins, Babatunde Folayemi, and Francis &
Val Gray Ward. These artists position the Black Arts Movement outside of white,
Western frameworks and articulate the movement as one created by and existing for
Black people. Their essays outline the racism of the art world, condemning the attempts
of museums and other white cultural institutions to tokenize, whitewash and neutralize
Black art, and offer solutions through self-determination and immediate political reform.
While the publication was created to respond to a particular moment, the systemic
problems that it addresses remain pervasive, making these critiques both timely and
urgent.
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John Yau engages visual art, social theory, and syntactical dexterity to push the limits
of language toward an expansive counter-poetics
This is a book of over seventy full-size decorative papers that you can use for collage
and other paper craft projects. They are all designed by Jane Davies and derived from
her colorful and expressive abstract paintings. Enjoy cutting them up and combining
with your own hand-painted papers or ephemera, for collages, journals, greeting cards,
and more.
An A-to-Z compendium of more than 200 garden elements, styles, features, and
ornaments for gardeners around the globe Following the bestselling The Gardener's
Garden, garden expert and historian Toby Musgrave explores the creative art of gardenmaking through more than 200 elements and features. This is the ultimate reference
guide, with entries ranging from AllÃ(c)e and Bower to Formal, Native Planting, and
Xeriscape -- each illustrated with examples drawn from historic and contemporary
gardens around the world. Whether tending an English cottage garden or a Japanese
Zen landscape, gardeners and garden lovers everywhere will be inspired as never
before.
Picasso Black and White examines the artist's lifelong exploration of a black-and-white
leitmotif through paintings and a selection of sculptures and works on paper. Picasso
continued the tradition of engaging the color black that had been employed throughout
a centuries-long history of Spanish painting by fellow artists José de Ribera, Diego
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Velázquez, Francisco de Zurbarán, and Francisco de Goya. Moreover, he made highly
effective use of isolated black, white, and gray hues in a nod to monochromatic grisaille
painting and to drawing, line, and form. As this volume attests, the recurrent motif of
black and white appears throughout Picasso's oeuvre, including his blue and rose
periods, his investigations into Cubism and Surrealism, his interpretations of historical
subject studies for his celebrated painting Guernica, World War II, and an homage to
old masters, as well as the powerful paintings of his last years. Featuring reproductions
of more than 150 works, this book examines the extraordinary complexity and power of
these expressive artworks, which purge color in order to highlight their formal structure.
Including essays by leading Picasso scholars, this book is a unique and coherent
perspective on one of the world's most innovative and influential artists.
Chaim Soutine (1893-1943) produced some of the most powerful and expressive
portraits of modern times. His ability to capture in paint the character, humanity and
emotion of his sitters is the hallmark of Soutine's greatest work. The major exhibition at
the Courtauld Gallery, London, focuses upon one of his most important series of
portraits; his paintings of cooks, waiters and bellboys who sat for him in Paris and the
South of France during the 1920s. These works helped to establish Soutine's reputation
as a major avant-garde painter, seen by many as the twentieth centuryheir to van
Gogh. This will be the fi rst time that this outstanding group of masterpieces has ever
been brought together and it will be the fi rst exhibition of Soutine's work in London for
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over thirty year.00Exhibition: The Courtauld Gallery, London, United Kingdom
(19.10.2017 - 21.01.2018).
This collection of unique works by 150 Los Angeles graffiti and tattoo artists represents an
unprecedented collaboration across the city’s diverse artistic landscape. Many graffiti artists
carry sketchbooks, called black books, and they ask crew members and others whose work
they admire to inscribe their books with lettering or drawings. A few years ago, the Getty
Research Institute invited artists, including Angst, Axis, Big Sleeps, Chaz, Cre8, Defer,
EyeOne, Fishe, Heaven, Hyde, Look, ManOne, and Prime, to consider the idea of a citywide
graffiti black book. During visits to the Getty Center, the artists viewed rare books related to
calligraphy and letterforms, including works by Albrecht Dürer and Leonardo da Vinci. The
artists instantly recognized the connections to their own practices and were particularly drawn
to a liber amicorum (book of friends), a form of autograph book popular in the seventeenth
century. Passed from hand to hand, it was filled with signatures, poetry, and coats of arms, like
a black book from another era. Inspired by this meeting of minds across centuries, these artists
became both creators and curators, crafting their own pages and inviting others to contribute.
Eventually 150 Los Angeles artists decorated 143 individual pages. These were bound
together into an exquisite artists’ book that became known as the Getty Graffiti Black Book.
This publication reproduces each page from the original artists’ book and recounts the story of
an unprecedented collaboration across the diverse artistic landscape of Los Angeles.
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (b.1977) is a British artist and writer acclaimed for her enigmatic
portraits of fictitious people. Her paintings often allude to historic European portraiture - notably
Thomas Gainsborough, Francisco de Goya, John Singer Sargent and Edouard Manet - yet in
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subject matter and technique her approach is decidedly contemporary. Through her focus on
the depiction of imagined black characters Yiadom-Boakye's paintings raise important
questions about identity and representation.This lavishly illustrated volume will accompany the
first major survey of Yiadom-Boakye's work. The exhibition will bring together around eighty
paintings, drawings and prints from private and public collections across Europe and the
United States and will also feature new works that have never been shown before. Thematic
essays will offer in-depth discussion of the development of the artist's practice since her
graduation from the Royal Academy of Art, London, in 2003 and her work will be presented
alongside her own writing and poetry. The publication will also seek to position YiadomBoakye's extraordinary creative output over the past twenty years within a wider history of
portraiture and representation, with particular focus on black subjects.Yiadom-Boakye was
awarded the prestigious Carnegie Prize in 2018 and was the 2012 recipient of the Pinchuk
Foundation Future Generation Prize. She was shortlisted for the Turner Prize in 2013. This is
the first survey of Yiadom-Boakye's work to be published and will offer the most extensive
overview of the artist's work to date.
The history of art is inseparable from the history of color. And what a fascinating story they tell
together: one that brims with an all-star cast of characters, eye-opening details, and
unexpected detours through the annals of human civilization and scientific discovery. Enter
critically acclaimed writer and popular journalist Victoria Finlay, who here takes readers across
the globe and over the centuries on an unforgettable tour through the brilliant history of color in
art. Written for newcomers to the subject and aspiring young artists alike, Finlay’s quest to
uncover the origins and science of color will beguile readers of all ages with its warm and
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conversational style. Her rich narrative is illustrated in full color throughout with 166 major
works of art—most from the collections of the J. Paul Getty Museum. Readers of this book will
revel in a treasure trove of fun-filled facts and anecdotes. Were it not for Cleopatra, for
instance, purple might not have become the royal color of the Western world. Without
Napoleon, the black graphite pencil might never have found its way into the hands of Cézanne.
Without mango-eating cows, the sunsets of Turner might have lost their shimmering glow. And
were it not for the pigment cobalt blue, the halls of museums worldwide might still be filled with
forged Vermeers. Red ocher, green earth, Indian yellow, lead white—no pigment from the
artist’s broad and diverse palette escapes Finlay’s shrewd eye in this breathtaking
exploration.
This book is the first and most significant documentation of Damien Hirst's iconographic spot
paintings and this comprehensive publication spans his career. Every spot painting Hirst has
produced is included in this substantial publication with over 95% of them illustrated.
Conceived at the time of Hirst's 2012 exhibition of the same title held in 11 Gagosian Galleries
including New York, London, Paris, Los Angeles, Rome, Athens, Geneva and Hong Kong, this
publication has been long in the making.
A fascinating look at the art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel, revealing the crucial role he played in
the development of French Impressionism"
The monochrome - a single colour of paint applied over the entirety of a canvas - remains one
of the more contentious modernist artistic inventions. But whilst the manufacture of these
'pictures of nothing' was ostensibly straightforward, their subsequent theorisation has been
anything but. More than a history, Monochrome: Darkness and Light in Contemporary Art is the
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first account of the monochrome's lively role in contemporary art. Liberated from the burden of
representation, the monochrome first stood for emancipation: an ideological and artistic
impulse that characterised the avant-garde of the early twentieth century. Historically, the
monochrome embodied the most extreme form of abstraction and pure materiality. Yet more
recently, adaptations of the art form have focused on a broader range of cultural and
interpretive contexts. Provocative, innovative and timely, this book argues that the latest artistic
strategies go beyond stylistic concerns and instead seek to re-engage with ideas around
authorship, process and the conditions of the visible as they are given and understood through
both light and darkness. Discussing works by artists such as Katie Paterson, Hiroshi Sugimoto,
Tom Friedman, Bruno Jakob, Sherrie Levine and Ceal Floyer, the book shows that the debates
around an artwork's form and its possibility for meaning that the monochrome first engendered
remain very much alive in contemporary visual culture.
The authors explain methods to produce a perfect negative and describe some of the
processes that were used in the last century. They also explain new innovations in film and
paper technology.
Pace Gallery is pleased to present Blackness in Abstraction, an exhibition curated by Adrienne
Edwards tracing the persistent presence of the color black in art, with a particular emphasis on
monochromes, from the 1940s to today. Featuring works by an international and
intergenerational group of artists, the exhibition explores blackness as a highly evocative and
animating force in various approaches to abstract art.--Pace website.
Painting "without color" has long held a fascination for artists. In this striking and original book,
the authors explore how and why artists from the 15th century to the present have chosen to
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paint in black, white, and shades of gray. Sometimes artists used trompe l'oeil monochromatic
effects to represent other media, such as sculpture, prints, or photography; others have
consciously limited their palette as a means of re-focusing the viewer's attention, while
contemporary artists such as Gerhard Richter and Bridget Riley have often found inspiration in
pushing black and white to its limits, and in new directions. The authors trace the history of this
art form, from the symbolism of sacred images in medieval church ritual - epitomized in
Netherlandish painting from the 15th century onwards by Hans Memling and Jan van Eyck - to
the modern era and the work of artists such as Josef Albers and Ellsworth Kelly.
Ende der 1940er-Jahre beschäftigten sich berühmte Künstler der New York School - Robert
Rauschenberg, Ad Reinhardt, Mark Rothko, Frank Stella und Barnett Newman - intensiv mit
der Farbe Schwarz. Es entstand eine erstaunliche Anzahl von nahezu monochromen
schwarzen Bildserien, die heute zu den Glanzstücken international bedeutender Sammlungen
wie dem Whitney Museum in New York zählen und in Black Paintings erstmals vereint gezeigt
werden. Die Publikation mit einem fundierten Essay von Stephanie Rosenthal beleuchtet
Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten der im New York der Nachkriegszeit entstandenen Werke
und verfolgt die Frage, welche Bedeutung sie im gesamten Schaffen der Künstler einnehmen.
Einen der Ausgangspunkte des Buches bildet dabei die These, dass die schwarzen Gemälde
für Durchbrüche und Übergänge im OEuvre der Maler stehen. (Englische Ausgabe ISBN
978-3-7757-1860-8) Ausstellung: Haus der Kunst, München 15.9.2006-14.1.2007
In this Japanese ink painting book renowned Japanese master Shozo Sato offers his own
personal teaching on the beautiful art of sumi-e painting. Sumi-e: The Art of Japanese Ink
Painting provides step-by-step, photo-by-photo instructions to guide learners in the correct
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form, motions and techniques of Japanese sumi-e painting. Featuring gorgeous images and
practical advice, it includes guided instructions for 35 different paintings. From waterfalls to
bamboo, learners paint their way to understanding sumi-e—a style of painting that is
characteristically Asian and has been practiced for well over 1,000 years. Although it's
sometimes confused with calligraphy, as the tools used are the same, sumi-e instead tries to
capture the essence of an object or scene in the fewest possible strokes. This all-in-one
resource also provides a timeline of brush painting history, a glossary of terms, a guide to
sources and an index—making it a tool to use and treasure, for amateurs and professionals
alike. This sumi-e introduction is ideal for anyone with a love of Japanese art or the desire to
learn to paint in a classic Asian style.
MonochromePainting in Black and WhiteNational Gallery London
Typical art resources for teachers offer discrete art activities, but these don't carry children or
teachers into the practice of using the languages of art. This resource offers guidance for
teachers to create space, time, and intentional processes for children's exploration and
learning to use art for asking questions, offering insights, exploring hypotheses, and examining
experiences from unfamiliar perspectives. Inspired by an approach to teaching and learning
born in Reggio Emilia, Italy, The Language of Art, Second Edition, includes: A new art
exploration for teachers to gain experience before implementing the practice with
childrenAdvice on setting up a studio space for art and inquirySuggestions on documenting
children's developing fluency with art media and its use in inquiryInspiring photographs and
ideas to show you how inquiry-based practices can work in any early childhood setting Ann
Pelo is a teacher educator, program consultant, and author whose primary work focuses on
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reflective pedagogical practice, social justice and ecological teaching and learning and the art
of mentoring. Currently, Pelo consults early childhood educators and administrators in North
America, Australia, and New Zealand on inquiry-based teaching and learning, pedagogical
leadership, and the necessary place of ecological identity in children's—and adults'—lives. She is
the author of several books including the first edition of The Language of Art and co-author of
Rethinking Early Childhood Education.
"This definitive anthology covers the historical genesis of cubism from 1906 to 1914, with
documents that range from manifestos and poetry to exhibition prefaces and reviews to articles
that address the cultural, political, and philosophical issues related to the movement. Most of
the texts Mark Antliff and Patricia Leighten have selected are from French sources, but their
inclusion of carefully culled German, English, Czech, Italian, and Spanish documents speaks
to the international reach of cubist art and ideas. Equally wide-ranging are the writers
represented--a group that includes Guillaume Apollinaire, Gertrude Stein, Jean Metzinger,
Albert Gleizes, Fernand Léger, Francis Picabia, André Salmon, Raymond Duchamp-Villon,
Henri Le Fauconnier, and many others."--Publisher description.
Richly illustrated and engagingly written, this publication examines how the pioneer of French
classicism brought dance to bear on every aspect of his artistic production. ?Scenes of tripping
maenads and skipping maidens, Nicolas Poussin’s dancing pictures, painted in the 1620s and
1630s, helped him formulate a new style. This style would make him the model for three
centuries of artists in the French classical tradition, from Jacques-Louis David and Edgar
Degas to Paul Cézanne and Pablo Picasso. Poussin and the Dance, the first published study
devoted to this theme, situates the artist in seventeenth-century Rome, a city rich with the
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ancient sculptures and Renaissance paintings that informed his dancing pictures. Tracing the
motif of dance through his early Roman production, this book examines how these works
helped their maker confront the problem of arresting motion, explore the expressive potential of
the body, and devise new methods of composition. The essays investigate how dance
informed nearly every aspect of Poussin's artistic production, notably through his use of wax
figurines to choreograph the compositions he drew and painted. This publication also
considers Poussin’s dancing pictures within a broader context of seventeenth-century
European culture, collecting, and patronage. This volume is published to accompany an
exhibition on view at the National Gallery, London from October 9, 2021, to January 2, 2022
and at the J. Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Center from February 15 to May 8, 2022.
A leading authority on the subject presents a radically new approach to the understanding of
abstract art, in this richly illustrated and persuasive history.

Because nature is so expansive and complex, so varied in its range of light,
landscape painters often have to look further and more deeply to find form and
structure, value patterns, and an organized arrangement of shapes. In
Landscape Painting, Mitchell Albala shares his concepts and practices for
translating nature's grandeur, complexity, and color dynamics into convincing
representations of space and light. Concise, practical, and inspirational,
Landscape Painting focuses on the greatest challenges for the landscape artist,
such as: • Simplification and Massing: Learn to reduce nature's complexity by
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looking beneath the surface of a subject to discover the form's basic masses and
shapes.• Color and Light: Explore color theory as it specifically applies to the
landscape, and learn the various strategies painters use to capture the illusion of
natural light.• Selection and Composition: Learn to select wisely from nature's
vast panorama. Albala shows you the essential cues to look for and how to find
the most promising subject from a world of possibilities. The lessons in
Landscape Painting—based on observation rather than imitation and applicable to
both plein air and studio practice—are accompanied by painting examples,
demonstrations, photographs, and diagrams. Illustrations draw from the work of
more than 40 contemporary artists and such masters of landscape painting as
John Constable, Sanford Gifford, and Claude Monet. Based on Albala's 25 years
of experience and the proven methods taught at his successful plein air
workshops, this in-depth guide to all aspects of landscape painting is a musthave for anyone getting started in the genre, as well as more experienced
practitioners who want to hone their skills or learn new perspectives.
Exploring how the universal visual language of geometric abstraction was
influenced by different societies, this volume also demonstrates how the
movement's revolutionary aesthetic continues to impact culture around the globe.
It traces a century of abstract art from 1915 to the present day, celebrating the
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accomplishments of both men and women and includes sculpture, film,
photography and painting. Organised around four distinct themes communication, architectonics, utopia and everyday life - the book presents a
chronological survey from Russia to Europe, the Middle East, Southeast Asia,
Central America, Africa, South America, and the US. Each of the 100 works is
featured in double-page spreads with brief artist biographies. Essays by Tanya
Barson, Briony Fer, Tom McDonough, and Joshua Jiang, contextualize the
various geographic and aesthetic stages of the development of geometric
abstraction. Published in association with Whitechapel Gallery, London.
A stunning exploration of the beauty and drama of 150 black structures built by
the world's leading architects over 1,000 years. A visually rich book, Black:
Architecture in Monochrome casts a new eye on the beauty - and the drama - of
black in the built world. Spotlighting more than 150 structures from the last 1,000
years, Black pairs engaging text with fascinating photographs of houses,
churches, libraries, skyscrapers, and other buildings from some of the world's
leading architects, including Mies van der Rohe, Philip Johnson, and Eero
Saarinen, David Adjaye, Jean Nouvel, Peter Marino, and Steven Holl.
An in-depth look at the transformative influence of Mexican artists on their U.S.
counterparts during a period of social change The first half of the 20th century
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saw prolific cultural exchange between the United States and Mexico, as artists
and intellectuals traversed the countries' shared border in both directions. For
U.S. artists, Mexico's monumental public murals portraying social and political
subject matter offered an alternative aesthetic at a time when artists were
seeking to connect with a public deeply affected by the Great Depression. The
Mexican influence grew as the artists José Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera, and
David Alfaro Siqueiros traveled to the United States to exhibit, sell their work, and
make large-scale murals, working side-by-side with local artists, who often
served as their assistants, and teaching them the fresco technique. Vida
Americana examines the impact of their work on more than 70 artists, including
Marion Greenwood, Philip Guston, Isamu Noguchi, Jackson Pollock, and Charles
White. It provides a new understanding of art history, one that acknowledges the
wide-ranging and profound influence the Mexican muralists had on the style,
subject matter, and ideology of art in the United States between 1925 and 1945.
L'artiste native de Cuba Carmen Herrera (née en 1915) peint depuis plus de sept
décennies, mais ce n'est que ces dernières années que la reconnaissance pour
son travail a projeté l'artiste vers la notoriété internationale. Ce beau volume offre
le premier examen soutenu d'elle, depuis le début de sa carrière en 1948
jusqu'en 1978, et s'étend sur les mondes de l'art de La Havane, de Paris et de
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New York. Les essais considèrent les premières études de l'artiste à Cuba, son
implication dans le Salon des Réalités Nouvelles dans le Paris d'après-guerre et
sa sortie révolutionnaire de New York. Puis l'ouvrage situe son travail dans le
contexte d'un art d'avant-garde latino-américain plus large. Un essai de Dana
Miller considère le travail de New York d'Herrera depuis les années 1950 jusque
dans les années 1970, lorsque Herrera arrivait et perfectionnait son style de
signature. Des photographies familiales personnelles des archives de Herrera
enrichissent le récit, et une chronologie traitant de l'intégralité de sa vie et de sa
carrière présente des images documentaires supplémentaires. Plus de quatrevingts œuvres sont illustrées sous forme de plaques de couleur. Ce livre est la
représentation la plus étendue des travaux de Herrera à ce jour. (d'après
l'éditeur).
In this book, art historian Darby English explores the year 1971, when two
exhibitions opened that brought modernist painting and sculpture into the burning
heart of United States cultural politics: Contemporary Black Artists in America, at
the Whitney Museum of American Art, and The DeLuxe Show, a racially
integrated abstract art exhibition presented in a renovated movie theater in a
Houston ghetto. 1971: A Year in the Life of Color looks at many black artists’
desire to gain freedom from overt racial representation, as well as their
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efforts—and those of their advocates—to further that aim through public exhibition.
Amid calls to define a “black aesthetic,” these experiments with modernist art
prioritized cultural interaction and instability. Contemporary Black Artists in
America highlighted abstraction as a stance against normative approaches, while
The DeLuxe Show positioned abstraction in a center of urban blight. The
importance of these experiments, English argues, came partly from color’s
special status as a cultural symbol and partly from investigations of color already
under way in late modern art and criticism. With their supporters, black
modernists—among them Peter Bradley, Frederick Eversley, Alvin Loving,
Raymond Saunders, and Alma Thomas—rose above the demand to represent or
be represented, compromising nothing in their appeals for interracial
collaboration and, above all, responding with optimism rather than cynicism to the
surrounding culture’s preoccupation with color.
The definitive monograph on contemporary African American painter Kerry
James Marshall, accompanying a major traveling retrospective. This longawaited volume celebrates the work of Kerry James Marshall, one of America’s
greatest living painters. Born before the passage of the Civil Rights Act, in
Birmingham, Alabama, and witness to the Watts riots in 1965, Marshall has long
been an inspired and imaginative chronicler of the African American experience.
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Best known for large-scale interiors, landscapes, and portraits featuring powerful
black figures, Marshall explores narratives of African American history from slave
ships to the present and draws upon his deep knowledge of art history from the
Renaissance to twentieth-century abstraction, as well as other sources such as
the comic book and the muralist tradition. With luscious color and brushstrokes
and highly detailed patterning, his direct and intimate scenes of black middleclass life conjure a wide range of emotions, resulting in powerful paintings that
confront the position of African Americans throughout American history. Richly
illustrated, this monumental book features essays by noted curators as well as
the artist, and more than 100 paintings from throughout the artist’s career
arranged thematically by subject: history painting; beauty, as expressed through
the nude, portraiture, and self-portraiture; landscape; religion; and the politics of
black nationalism.
Decorating in black and white is perennially popular and eternally chic. Hilary
Robertson demonstrates how, whether used alone or together, these contrasting
shades can create dramatic effects at home, from the classic to the eclectic.
In this pocket-sized, portable guide, renowned photographer Michael Freeman addresses one
of photography's most popular--and challenging--areas: black and white. With advice on
lighting, shooting, conversion, and post-production, this is know-how that no photographer can
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afford to be without. Perfect for the digital photographer who wants to shoot and process RAW
files as black and whie images.
Published on the occasion of an exhibition of the same name held at Tate Modern, London,
July 12-October 22, 2017; Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, Bentonville, Arkansas,
February 3-April 23, 2018; and Brooklyn Museum, New York, September 7, 2018-February 3,
2019.
Michael Freeman--our top digital photography author and a worldwide name--presents the
most comprehensive book yet on black-and-white digital photography. Oversized, beautifully
illustrated, and far-reaching in scope, this guide is destined to be a standard reference for
years to come. Freeman covers all aspects of black-and-white digital photography: its fine art
tradition as well as its techniques. Learn how to see and expose in black and white, digitally
convert color to monochrome, and develop a black-and-white digital workflow. Explore creative
choices and how to interpret various subjects most skillfully in monochrome. Finally, get an
expert’s advice on printing and displaying black-and-white photographs to best effect.
A crucial artistic movement of twentieth-century Korea, Tansaekhwa (monochromatic painting)
also became one of its most famous and successful. In this full-color, richly illustrated
account—the first of its kind in English—Joan Kee provides a fresh interpretation of the
movement's emergence and meaning that sheds new light on the history of abstraction,
twentieth-century Asian art, and contemporary art in general.
A photo book from Clay Maxwell Jordan: Nothing¿s Coming Soon is an extended meditation
on the signs andsignals that life is the greatest unsolved mystery. Photographingthe beauty
that¿s to be found in the everyday, Jordan lets us feelin a palpable way how we¿re always a
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half step away from joy,death, disintegration and renewal. With an exquisite sense ofcolor and
composition, Nothing¿s Coming Soon is a tone poem aboutthe human condition in our time.
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